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INTRODUCTION: 
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) can produce highly variable costs given the available selection of implants. Orthopaedics is 
shifting towards incentivizing surgeons that maximize value, defined as change in patient-reported outcome (PRO) divided 
by total cost of an intervention. The purpose of this study was to identify if implant cost is associated with clinically 
meaningful improvements in Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score Joint Replacement (KOOS-JR) after TKA. 
METHODS: 
This retrospective review of prospectively-collected data identified patients that underwent primary TKA from 2018-2020 
at a multicenter healthcare system. Patients without one-year KOOS-JR follow-up or recorded implant costs were 
excluded from the study. Clinically significant outcomes were defined using an anchor-based minimum clinically significant 
difference (MCID) based on the Patient-Reported Outcome Measurement Information System quality-of-life instrument 
(PROMIS-QoL). Correlation between KOOS-JR change and implant costs was conducted. Costs were compared between 
patients that achieved MCID and those that did not. 
RESULTS: 
A total of 347 patients were included. 69.2% were female with average age of 66.7 and average body mass index (BMI) of 
32.5 (Table 1). Average KOOS-JR change was +24.4, and average total implant cost was $4,017.56 (S.D. $1187.42). 
Implant cost did not correlate with one-year KOOS-JR change (r2=0.05) (Figure 1), and implant costs were no different 
between patients that achieved MCID and those that did not (p=0.348). 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION: 
Implant costs are highly variable and not associated with improved PRO changes or higher likelihood to achieve clinically 
significant outcomes in primary TKA patients. By choosing lower cost implants for TKA, surgeons can enhance patient 
value while not compromising patient-perceived satisfactory outcomes. Value analysis of all aspects and costs involved in 
a TKA episode of care could further reveal areas under surgeon influence that can be targeted for cost mitigation and 
value optimization.

 

 
 


